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1 Purpose 

This document summarizes the content and explains use of the terminology, maps and 

Annotated CAP® Cancer Protocols published as derivative work by the University of 

Nebraska Medical Center (Nebraska Medicine) in conjunction with the Nebraska Lexicon© 

extension (IHTSDO 1000004) namespace for SNOMED CT®.   

2 Audience of interest for this document 

Interested parties may include: 

 National release centers, terminology middleware vendors and vendors of electronic 

health record software with interests or research projects in precision medicine or 

genomics in cancer medicine. 

 Anatomic and molecular pathology laboratories, vendors of pathology departmental 

software who wish to deploy fully encoded synoptic data for cancer care within their 

healthcare institution 

 Terminology developers who wish to evaluate or employ a LOINC-SNOMED CT 

compatible observables ontology for laboratory and pathology medicine 

 

3 Content scope and history 

3.1 Nebraska Lexicon© clinical terminology 

Since February 2004, University of Nebraska Medical Center (Nebraska Medicine) has maintained an 

extension namespace (extension identifier 1000004 registered with IHTSDO) to support clinical 

terminology development required for electronic health record (EHR) deployment at its hospital and 

clinics.  Content developed for this namespace has been driven pragmatically by recording 

requirements reported by Nebraska clinicians in the course of their daily work. This content has been 

deployed in records over three generations of EHRs including PHAMIS, IDX-GE and now is in use in 

Epic®.  Beginning in 2015, new content has been developed which relates to Observables and 

precision medicine as described in 3.2-3.4. 

` 

3.2 IHTSDO Technology Preview: Observables ontology build for 
laboratory medicine and pathology 

Anatomic and molecular pathology observables defined by semantic analysis of the CAP Annotated 

Cancer Protocols explained in 3.3 are included.  Some pre-existing SNOMED CT® Observable entity 

content has been fully defined using the harmonized concept model with permission of the IHTSDO.  
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Grouper concepts have been included to organize the ontology and support common query use cases 

proposed by CAP. 

 

All content was run through the description logic classifier and both ‘stated’ and ‘inferred’ relationships 

are included in this release.  This “Observables ontology” for laboratory medicine and pathology is 

being published for evaluation and comment by the informatics community. 

3.3 Annotated Cancer Protocols from the College of American 
Pathologists© CAP 2017 

In 2015, at the request of Nebraska Medicine leadership, the departments of Pathology and Internal 

Medicine began a joint project to structure and encode pathology data for clinical care and research in 

cancer.  The core semantic content for this project is that found in 82 Cancer protocols published by 

the College of American Pathologists(CAP).  Content is inclusive of both anatomic (AP) and molecular 

pathology(MP includes protein and genetic) observations.   

 

CAP Protocols are required content for synoptic reporting of cancer cases across the US.  The 

majority of the associated terminology development is modeled within 363787002|Observable entity| 

hierarchy and have been developed in compliance with the harmonized observables model referenced 

in 3.2.  The content is published with permission of CAP.  Copies of the source protocols annotated 

with coded observables and valuesets of SNOMED CT® codes as answer sets for coded datatypes 

have been developed.  Types of cancer that have been encoded and completed for publication are 

summarized as follows. 

 

Publication 
date 

Version Content 

3/13/2017 1.0 Encoded synoptic protocols: 1) colorectal and 2) breast 

cancer. 

 

4 Instructions for use 

4.1 RF2 refsets in this publication 

There are multiple RF2 refsets in this release including: 

 Terminology refsets for Nebraska Lexicon© 20170331 release 

 Map refset from SNOMED International 
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4.2 PDF files: Annotated Cancer Protocols from the College of American 
Pathologists© CAP 2017 

 With permission of the College of American Pathologists (CAP), we enclose the CAP Cancer Protocol 

documents in PDF format supplemented with hyperlinks in context to the Observable entity coded 

‘question’ and the valuesets of ‘answers’ for all protocol data items.  In most cases the Observables 

codes are one-to-one matches with CAP protocol data items.  In a minority of cases, the information 

model implied by the protocol structure was expanded or reorganized in order to properly define the 

nature of the observation.  An example of this can be found in the colorectal cancer anatomic 

pathology protocol on page 6.  Since the protocol valueset for Microscopic tumor extension required 

four types of observations, the last three items in the list (organ adherence, direct invasion and 

penetration of visceral peritoneum) have unique observable entities defined for a total of four 

observables for this component of the protocol.  The comprehensive set of observable entities, 

valuesets and concept model definition are included immediately following the CAP PDF document. 

 

To use the annotated CAP Cancer Protocol, simply open the document in an Adobe browser.  

Scrolling down the CAP protocol to individual data sections, a ‘hand’ widget will appear when hovering 

over a checklist item.  Clicking on this portion of the document will take the reader to the SNOMED 

CT® observable entity – the fully specified name, concept identifier and diagrammatic model of the 

concept.  The associated valueset of ‘answers’ will be listed in tabular form.  Clicking a second time on 

the valueset table will return the reader to the CAP document at the point of departure. 

 

Publication 
date 

File name Content 

6/5/2016 CAP_colorectal_cancer_anatomic_pathology_20160610 Annotated colorectal AP 
protocol with observables 
and valuesets 

6/13/2016 CAP_colorectal_cancer_biomarkers_20160613 Annotated colorectal 
biomarker (MP) protocol 

6/13/2016 CAP_invasive_breast_cancer_anatomic_pathology_20160613 Annotated breast cancer  
AP protocol 

6/14/2016 CAP_brest_cancer_biomarkers_20160614 Annotated breast cancer 
biomarker (MP) protocol 

 

5 Quality assurance, validation and maintenance 

Addition of Observable entity concepts applicable for anatomic and molecular pathology has 

been accomplished in close collaboration with the Observables project team of the IHTSDO. 

Nebraska and the project team have systematically applied the harmonized Observables 

concept model to the terminology use cases presented by the CAP cancer protocols and 

have collaborated with Regenstrief Institute on LOINC® code assignment for all newly 
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modeled content.  Historical LOINC® terms which are within scope of the project have been 

modeled in SNOMED CT® and deployed as extension concepts.  Extension and map content 

has been reviewed by all participating organizations.   
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7 Appendix: File format specifications 

7.1 Module Dependency refset 

(Refset.Metadata.der2_ssRefSet_ModuleDependencySnapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id UUID A 128 bit unsigned integer, uniquely 
identifying the map category record  

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

refSetId SctId Set to one of the children of the 
447250001 |Complex map type| 
concept in the metadata hierarchy. 

referencedComponentId SctId A reference to the module on which 
this module depends, a descendant of 
900000000000443000|Module| in the 
metadata hierarchy.  

sourceEffectiveTime String The effective time of the source 
module. This allows a specific module 
version to be selected as having a 
dependency. The effectiveTime must 
match exactly. 

targetEffectiveTime String The effective time of the target 
module. This allows a specific module 
version to be selected as being the 
subject of a dependency. The 
effectiveTime must match exactly. 
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7.2 Nebraska Lexicon© Terminology 

7.2.1 Concepts 

(Terminology.sct2_Concept_Snapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id SctId / LOINC® The SNOMED CT® source concept 
ID OR by agreement with Regenstrief 
all Observables concept identifiers 
authored for this work will be 
represented by LOINC® code 

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

DefinitionStatusId SctId Identifies the definition status of the 
concept, a child of metadata concept 
900000000000444006 | Definition 
status (core metadata concept) | 
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7.2.2 Descriptions 

(Terminology.sct2_Description_Snapshot_en-us_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id SctId A 128 bit unsigned integer, uniquely 
identifying the description record  

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

conceptId SctId / LOINC® The SNOMED CT® source concept 

ID OR by agreement with Regenstrief 

all Observables concept identifiers 

authored for this work will be 

represented by LOINC® code 

languageCode String Identifier for the language subset of 
which the description is a member. 
ISO 639-1 two character code. 

typeId SctId Metadata concept identifying the type 
of the description.    

term String Full text description 

caseSignificanceId SctId Metadata concept identifying the 
significance of capitalization in the 
description term.  A child of 
900000000000447004|Case 
significance(core metadata)| 
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7.2.3 Relationships (inferred from classification of the extension with all related 

modules) 

(Terminology.sct2_Relationship_Snapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id UUID A 128 bit unsigned integer, uniquely 
identifying the map record  

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

sourceId SctId The conceptId of the origin of the 
relationshio 

destinationId SctId The conceptId of the target of the 
relationship. 

relationshipGroup Integer The integer identifying the role group 
of the relationship instance  

typeId SctId The concept identifier (attribute) of the 
name of the relationship 

characteristicTypeId String Metadata concept identifying the 
manner in which this relationship 
instance participates in the definition 
of the SNOMED CT® concept.  A 
child of metadata concept 
900000000449001 |Characteristic 
type (core metadata)|. 

modifierId String Metadata concept identifying whether 
this relationship enforces existential or 
universal restriction. 
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7.2.4 Stated relationships (only those relationships invoked by the authors in 

modeling the extension concepts) 

(Terminology.sct2_StatedRelationship_Snapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

Table structure and content is identical to 7.2.3. 

 

7.3 HGNC Equivalence map 

(Refset.Map.der2_sRefset_SNOMEDNebraskaLexicon-HGNCEquivalenceMapSnapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id UUID A 128 bit unsigned integer, uniquely 
identifying the map record  

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

refSetId SctId A unique identifier for this type of map 
refset 

referencedComponentId SctId The SNOMED CT® source concept 
ID that is the subject of the map 
record.  This map asserts 
equivalencies for human genes which 
are subtypes of 
1350001000004100|Nucleotide 
sequence(cell structure)| 

mapTarget String Format “HGNC:NNNN^http://URL” 
where NNNN is the unique identifier of 
the Human Gene Nomenclature 
record and URL is the RESTful 
service call for descriptive information 
about the referenced component. 
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7.4 LOINC® term subset modeled as 363787002|Observable entity| 

(Refset.Map.der2_sRefset_LOINCHarmonizationTechnicalPreviewMapSnapshot_INT_yyyymmdd) 

 

Field Data type Purpose 

id UUID A 128 bit unsigned integer, uniquely 
identifying the map record  

effectiveTime Time Specifies the inclusive date at which 
this change becomes effective. 

active Boolean Specifies whether the member’s state 
was active (=1) or inactive (=0) from 
the nominal release date specified by 
the effectiveTime field. 

moduleId SctId Identifies the member version’s 
module. Set to a child of 
900000000000443000|Module| within 
the metadata hierarchy. 

refSetId SctId A unique identifier for this type of map 
refset 

cancerreferencedComponentId LOINC® By agreement with Regenstrief all 
Observables concept identifiers 
authored for this work will be 
represented by LOINC® code 

mapTarget LOINC® By agreement with Regenstrief all 
Observables concept identifiers 
authored for this work will be 
represented by LOINC® code 

 

7.5 College of American Pathologist Annotated Cancer Protocols 

7.5.1 Breast cancer and biomarkers 

7.5.1.1 Invasive breast cancer 

(Cancer worksheets.CAP_Invasive_breast_cancer_encoded_20170331) 

7.5.1.2 Breast cancer biomarkers 

(Cancer worksheets.CAP_Breast_biomarker_encoded_20170331) 
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7.5.2 Colorectal cancer and biomarkers 

7.5.2.1 Colorectal cancer 

(Cancer worksheets.CAP_Colorectal_encoded_20170331) 

7.5.2.2 Colorectal biomarkers 

(Cancer worksheets.CAP_Colorectal_biomarkers_encoded_20170331) 

 


